CRIME BLOTTER: 12/24/17 – 12/30/17
Provided by the Temple City Public Safety Division
Prepared by the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department, Temple Station

12-24-17


A Vandalism occurred between 12/23 9:00pm & 12/24 8:00am, in 5400 block of Temple
City Boulevard. Someone damaged a car window.



A Residential Burglary occurred at 1:00pm, in the 9600 block of Olive Street. Three
suspects were seen on video shattering a window and stealing property.



A Vandalism occurred between 6:45pm & 7:15pm, in the 5600 block Rosemead
Boulevard. Someone damaged a car window.

12-25-17


A Vandalism occurred between 11:04am & 12:04pm, in the 9900 block of Lower Azusa
Road. Someone damaged a car window.

12-26-17


A Possession of a Controlled Substance & Trespassing arrest of a FH/32 & MH/32 was
made at 9:29am, in 9700 block of Woodruff Avenue. Deputies responded to a suspicious
persons call and arrested the suspects for trespassing. The female suspect possessed
narcotics.



A Residential Burglary occurred at 7:03pm, in the 5900 block of Loma Avenue. Two
suspects were seen on video entering an unlocked residence and stealing property.



A Petty Theft occurred at 9:35pm, in the 5600 block of Rosemead Boulevard. The suspect
entered a business, took several items and exited without paying.

12-27-17


A Residential Burglary occurred at 3:50pm, in the 5600 block of Hallowell Avenue.
Someone shattered a glass door and stole property. Two female black suspects were seen
exiting the property.



A Strong Armed Robbery occurred at 8:00pm, in the 9400 block of Las Tunas Drive. The
suspects entered a business, took several items and exited without paying. The victim
confronted one suspect and was pushed from behind by the other suspect.
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12-29-17


An Under the Influence of a Controlled Substance arrest of a MH/45 was made at Las
tunas Drive & Primrose Avenue. The suspect was contacted for a vehicle code violation on
a bicycle and displayed the signs/symptoms of a being under the influence of a controlled
substance.



A Vandalism occurred between 1:30pm & 6:30pm, in the 9500 block of Las Tunas Drive.
Someone damaged a car window and punctured a tire.



A Driving under the Influence of Alcohol arrest of a MH/39 was made at 2:32pm, at
Freer Street & Persimmon Avenue. Deputies contacted the suspect who was seen for
driving under the influence of alcohol and colliding into a curb.



An Assault with a Deadly Weapon arrest of a MH/26 was made in the 5600 block of
Sultana Avenue. Deputies responded to a disturbance call of two males fighting. One of
the males was arrested for assault with a deadly weapon.

12-30-17


A Petty Theft occurred between 1:30pm & 2:30pm, in the 5300 block of Camellia Avenue.
Someone entered an unlocked vehicle and stole property.

This includes significant crimes and is not inclusive of all crimes in Temple City.

